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WORK SAMPLE PORTFOLIO
Annotated work sample portfolios are provided to support implementation of the Foundation − Year 10 Australian
Curriculum.
Each portfolio is an example of evidence of student learning in relation to the achievement standard. Three portfolios
are available for each achievement standard, illustrating satisfactory, above satisfactory and below satisfactory
student achievement. The set of portfolios assists teachers to make on-balance judgements about the quality of their
students’ achievement.
Each portfolio comprises a collection of students’ work drawn from a range of assessment tasks. There is no predetermined number of student work samples in a portfolio, nor are they sequenced in any particular order. Each work
sample in the portfolio may vary in terms of how much student time was involved in undertaking the task or the degree
of support provided by the teacher. The portfolios comprise authentic samples of student work and may contain errors
such as spelling mistakes and other inaccuracies. Opinions expressed in student work are those of the student.
The portfolios have been selected, annotated and reviewed by classroom teachers and other curriculum experts. The
portfolios will be reviewed over time.
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of Australian teachers in the development of these work sample portfolios.

THIS PORTFOLIO: YEAR 5 SCIENCE
This portfolio provides the following student work samples:
Sample 1

Worksheet: Solids, liquids, gases

Sample 2

Data analysis: Patterns in the solar system

Sample 3

Investigation report: Bird beaks

Sample 4

Investigation report: Hide and seek

Sample 5

Investigation report: Viscosity

In this portfolio, the student classifies a range of common substances as solids, liquids and gases, and demonstrates
an understanding of the observable properties and behaviours that enable that classification (WS1). The student
describes a number of planets in our solar system and compares them to Earth in terms of size and distance from
the sun (WS2). The student investigates different adaptations and explains how structural features relate to function
(WS3, WS4).

COPYRIGHT
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, you may view, download, display, print,
reproduce (such as by making photocopies) and distribute these materials in unaltered form only for your personal, non-commercial educational purposes or for the non-commercial educational
purposes of your organisation, provided that you retain this copyright notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that you cannot edit, modify or adapt any of these materials and you cannot
sub-license any of these materials to others. Apart from any uses permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and those explicitly granted above, all other rights are reserved by ACARA. For
further information, refer to (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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The student demonstrates the ability to follow teacher instructions, to pose questions for investigation, predict the
outcome of changing variables (WS4, WS5) and to use equipment safely to achieve a desired outcome (WS5). The
student collates data in a provided table (WS2, WS3, WS4) and constructs a column graph to organise data and
identify patterns (WS4, WS5, WS6), using the data to explain their reasoning (WS2, WS3, WS4).The student describes
ways to improve the fairness of investigation methods (WS4, WS5) and communicates ideas, methods and findings
using a range of text types (WS2, WS3, WS4, WS5).

COPYRIGHT
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, you may view, download, display, print,
reproduce (such as by making photocopies) and distribute these materials in unaltered form only for your personal, non-commercial educational purposes or for the non-commercial educational
purposes of your organisation, provided that you retain this copyright notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that you cannot edit, modify or adapt any of these materials and you cannot
sub-license any of these materials to others. Apart from any uses permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and those explicitly granted above, all other rights are reserved by ACARA. For
further information, refer to (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Worksheet: Solids, liquids, gases
Year 5 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 5, students classify substances according to their observable properties and behaviours.
They explain everyday phenomena associated with the transfer of light. They describe the key features of

our solar system. They analyse how the form of living things enables them to function in their environments.
Students discuss how scientific developments have affected people’s lives and how science knowledge
develops from many people’s contributions.

Students follow instructions to pose questions for investigation, predict what might happen when variables
are changed, and plan investigation methods. They use equipment in ways that are safe and improve the

accuracy of their observations. Students construct tables and graphs to organise data and identify patterns.
They use patterns in their data to suggest explanations and refer to data when they report findings. They

describe ways to improve the fairness of their methods and communicate their ideas, methods and findings
using a range of text types.

Summary of task
Students had completed a unit on classifying states of matter (solid, liquid and gas) based on observable properties.
They were required to complete this worksheet as a review of their learning across the unit. They completed the task
over one hour in class.
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Worksheet: Solids, liquids, gases
Annotations

Classifies common solids and liquids.

Identifies some properties of solids and
liquids.

Identifies that solids have weight.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Worksheet: Solids, liquids, gases
Annotations
Identifies that adding or removing heat
can cause a change of state.

Identifies some observable properties of
solids, liquids and gases.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Data analysis: Patterns in the solar system
Year 5 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 5, students classify substances according to their observable properties and behaviours.
They explain everyday phenomena associated with the transfer of light. They describe the key features of

our solar system. They analyse how the form of living things enables them to function in their environments.
Students discuss how scientific developments have affected people’s lives and how science knowledge
develops from many people’s contributions.

Students follow instructions to pose questions for investigation, predict what might happen when variables
are changed, and plan investigation methods. They use equipment in ways that are safe and improve the

accuracy of their observations. Students construct tables and graphs to organise data and identify patterns.
They use patterns in their data to suggest explanations and refer to data when they report findings. They

describe ways to improve the fairness of their methods and communicate their ideas, methods and findings

using a range of text types.

Summary of task
Students had investigated models of the solar system, including exploring a digital learning object. They had
discussed the types of data that could be gathered about the solar system, and the ways in which patterns in data
can assist us in making predictions.
Students were asked to extract and organise a set of data related to the planets in the solar system. As a whole
class they constructed a scale model of the solar system on the school oval. They were then provided with a set of
questions that prompted them to identify patterns in the data. Students spent one lesson constructing their table
from the provided data, another lesson constructing and discussing their scale model, and a final lesson completing
the discussion questions.
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Data analysis: Patterns in the solar system
Annotations

Constructs a table to record and organise
data collected.
Identifies the planets in the solar system,
and that they have varying properties
(distance from the sun, day length, year
length, diameter).

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Data analysis: Patterns in the solar system
Annotations

Identifies variation in the data.
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Data analysis: Patterns in the solar system
Annotations

Constructs a labelled diagram of the solar
system.

Annotations (Overview)
The student communicates ideas and findings using tables, written text and labelled diagrams.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Bird beaks
Year 5 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 5, students classify substances according to their observable properties and behaviours.
They explain everyday phenomena associated with the transfer of light. They describe the key features of

our solar system. They analyse how the form of living things enables them to function in their environments.
Students discuss how scientific developments have affected people’s lives and how science knowledge
develops from many people’s contributions.

Students follow instructions to pose questions for investigation, predict what might happen when variables
are changed, and plan investigation methods. They use equipment in ways that are safe and improve the

accuracy of their observations. Students construct tables and graphs to organise data and identify patterns.
They use patterns in their data to suggest explanations and refer to data when they report findings. They

describe ways to improve the fairness of their methods and communicate their ideas, methods and findings

using a range of text types.

Summary of task
Students had been studying adaptations and the way they could model animal adaptations to make predictions
about how those adaptations enabled the animal to survive in their environment.
Students were asked to independently complete an investigation into the relationship between bird beak shape and
food size. The investigation required them to model the beak shape of a chosen bird, and see how much of each
food type they could collect in 10 seconds. Timing was completed by counting, for example, ‘one thousand and one,
one thousand and two’.
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Investigation report: Bird beaks
Annotations

Selects a tool to model the beak based
on structural properties of the beak.

Records data in a table and calculates
summary data.

Constructs a column graph to represent
summary data.

States a conclusion based on data
collected.

Predicts what type of food the bird might
eat.

Identifies that different tools were used to
model beak sizes and that they produced
different results.

Annotations (Overview)
The student communicates ideas and findings using tables, graphs and written text.
Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Year 5 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 5, students classify substances according to their observable properties and behaviours.
They explain everyday phenomena associated with the transfer of light. They describe the key features of

our solar system. They analyse how the form of living things enables them to function in their environments.
Students discuss how scientific developments have affected people’s lives and how science knowledge
develops from many people’s contributions.

Students follow instructions to pose questions for investigation, predict what might happen when variables
are changed, and plan investigation methods. They use equipment in ways that are safe and improve the

accuracy of their observations. Students construct tables and graphs to organise data and identify patterns.
They use patterns in their data to suggest explanations and refer to data when they report findings. They

describe ways to improve the fairness of their methods and communicate their ideas, methods and findings
using a range of text types.

Summary of task
The class participated in a brainstorming activity in which they identified the physical adaptations of a range of
animals and the advantages of those adaptations. Students then separated into small groups to complete an
activity which used small coloured sticks to represent organisms in a range of ‘environments’, such as green
grass, leaf matter, soil and sand.
The students reviewed the data collection process as a whole group. They were then asked to graph their data and
compare the survival rates of the organisms in each environment. They were also required to apply their findings to
various real-world scenarios. The final stage of the activity involved an analysis of the fairness of the investigation and
consideration of possible improvements to the investigation.
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Identifies structural features of living
things that help them to survive in their
environments.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Identifies variables to be measured,
changed and controlled.

Identifies that self-management is
required to ensure a fair test.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Records and processes data in a
provided table.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Follows graphing conventions to
construct graphs that mostly correspond
with collected data.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Copyright
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Identifies that survival rate reflects a
relationship between prey colour and
predation rate.

Makes a prediction based on knowledge
unrelated to the investigation.

Uses understanding of animal
camouflage to predict the effect of
environmental change on a population.

States a conclusion.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Hide and seek
Annotations

Identifies how scientists could use
camouflage to study animals.

Suggests a change to the method.

Annotations (Overview)
The student communicates ideas, methods and findings through tables, graphs, written text and annotated diagrams.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Viscosity
Year 5 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 5, students classify substances according to their observable properties and behaviours.
They explain everyday phenomena associated with the transfer of light. They describe the key features of

our solar system. They analyse how the form of living things enables them to function in their environments.
Students discuss how scientific developments have affected people’s lives and how science knowledge
develops from many people’s contributions.

Students follow instructions to pose questions for investigation, predict what might happen when variables
are changed, and plan investigation methods. They use equipment in ways that are safe and improve the

accuracy of their observations. Students construct tables and graphs to organise data and identify patterns.
They use patterns in their data to suggest explanations and refer to data when they report findings. They

describe ways to improve the fairness of their methods and communicate their ideas, methods and findings
using a range of text types.

Summary of task
Students had been investigating the properties of liquids and the characteristics of a fair test. They participated in a
brainstorming activity in which they identified a number of different liquids and discussed how the liquids could be
categorised based on their properties.
Students were asked to work in small groups to investigate the viscosity of the liquids. Students were given a variety
of liquids and asked to predict which ones would flow easily and which would not. They were then asked to plan
an investigation to test their prediction about the viscosity of each liquid. Students were required to identify the
dependent, independent and controlled variables, and consider how they could ensure that their tests were fair and
the number of tests they would perform. They were also asked to determine how they would tabulate their data.
Following analysis of their individual results, students participated in a class discussion and compared their results
with those of other groups. Students were asked to account for any differences and to suggest ways to improve the
investigation.
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Investigation report: Viscosity
Annotations

Identifies properties and behaviours of
liquids.

Makes a prediction.

Identifies the variable to be measured
and changed, and some variables to be
controlled.

Copyright
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Investigation report: Viscosity
Annotations

Identifies controlled use of materials as
important in a fair test.

Identifies self-management as important
to safety.

Constructs a table to record quantitative
data and summary data (average
distance travelled).

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
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Investigation report: Viscosity
Annotations

Follows some graphing conventions to
construct a graph of summary data.
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Investigation report: Viscosity
Annotations

Uses qualitative observations to compare
viscosity of liquids.

Makes a general statement about
similarity in class results.

Suggests a general improvement to the
method.

.

Annotations (Overview)

.

The student communicates ideas, methods and findings through tables, graphs and written text.
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